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(3) RQPS
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(4) SPQR

(16-A)
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(3)
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l,rozld : ddd dndemd udtssddds zoaa,

wQd rlfira. @8d noq zi - z6)

zs. iod d:ouo e:il'a_dJrld^e dzar$.
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(1)

(2)

(3)
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(3) daE:
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(1) dqa aod,
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(q morld, aa{

24. dd bacb oa6dod.
cJ-



zB. 'do$ro'€r ddd d:oc.rdod _.
(1) doj:m

(2) dot>eo

(B) d,pd

@) deooJ:

zs. 'd)snDel' aoald> 
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(1) qfr idDi

(2) d$J$didDi
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.an

(4) ilDAoJl3d)

er. ddd drors&d ddderi adrd
eJQ

J-J- o.
T \JU.'i9AJ

c^,/(-JJ9q.)

(1) ddgd

(D nJ@d

(s) lDdJod

@) $dJd
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(4) dodncaaadd ededsa

az. 'id,d# €r ddddlna:r Ddc$o

(1) icY + udd

(2) id + t:dd

(s) io" + qjdd

(4) id + udd

83. udoJ:Oe;- aoar:cb 

- 

dd ernd.

(1) xnd>drdod

(2) golDdd

(3) OdeOadrd

(4) rbeaaaz3d

84. 'tloouooor sjoeod aou:d:

adedsa.

(1) iopaadd adedm

(2) rbeaaadd adedsa

(3) Oar{pdd e8eds6
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(4) dd:rqDdo6 idDi
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as. 'rDe# dod;b aiddy €r aad^d
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'rJoddv dddOd ads d.d.o$
.( (Y, 'r Jo

(1) {eeoln

(2) qa,od,

(s) i{a:e

(4) z3d:Qr

so. id + dO = d{d6 oor.rd:

id>*mnd.

(1) erooidni

Q) qt:ndDi

(s) d*didDi
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Directions: For Questions rw. 7 to 7, an

idiom or phrase has been used in the sentence.

You haue to choose thc option which explains

thz correct meaning of that and shade tbtachpn

the correct answer in your answer sheet.

Example :

Tejas attends Karate classes once in a
blue moon.

(1) Tejas attends Karate classes

regularly.

(2) Tejas attends Karate classes rarely

(3) Tejas attends Karate classes

fortntghtly.

(4) Tejas attends Karate classes

frequently but not regularly.

Explanation :

The answer is Option (2) as the

underlined part means 'rare occurrence of

somethingl. So you have to choose Option

(2) and shade/blacken the corresponding

answer in your answer sheet for this

example.

1. Akash gave his friend a piece of his
mind on his career.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Gave good advice

Scolded him

Convinced him

Admired him

371 (24 - A)

@) He attacked me in the street

2

3.

4

My father is a stockbroker; my uncle is

in the cotton line,

(1) Growing cotton plants

(.2) Working in cotton mill

(3) Following my father's trade

@) Transporting cotton

The boss said, 'My manager is working

against time."

(1) Manager is lazy

(3) Manager is working with utmost

speed

When he met me in the street he cut me

dead.

(1) He deliberately insulted me

igloring me

by

(2) He intentionally blocked my way.

(3) He intended to kill me in the street

Q) Manager is not punctual

(4) Manager is working till midnight



b. fhq [ank manager fired the cashier

because he had sticky frngers,

(1) Thin, bony fingers

Q) Not counted the money fast

(3) Stolen the money

@) Wet fingers

6. I haven't read that book in donkey's

years.

(1) To the foolish people

(2) A very long time

(3) In a short while

(4) Withoutunderstandingproperly

7 Priyanka simply asked her mom about

the incident but her mom bit her head

(1) Mom responded with anger

Q) Mom bored her with every detail

(3) Mom nearly beat her to death

sfl.

371

(4) Mom igrrored her

(25-A)

8

Directions: For Questions no. 8 to 75, a word

is giuen followed by four options. You haue to

select the option which explains the mzaning of
the word. and mark the conect answer in your

answer sheet.

Emmple:

AIma mater

(1) A private residential settlement

(2) A school you graduated from

(3) Matter pending in the court

(4) A kind of political declaration

Erplanation :

Alma mater means "a school you

graduated from", so Option (2) is correct

and you have to mark the same in your

answer sheet for this example.

Pachyderm

(1) Skin problem

(2) Heavy cloth

(3) fhis! skinngfl animal

(4). Leather bag

Effigv

(1) Image

O) Fireplace

(3) Scaffold

(4) Sick

10. Lintel

(1) Bitter spice

(2\ Small vegetable

(3) Flax thread

@) Bar above a door

9.



11. Hypothecate

(1) Reason

(2) Store away

(3) Coqjecture

(4) Mortgage

12. Innocent

(1) Clean

(2) Dirty

(3) Sin

@) Legal

13. Evince

(1) Burn

(2) Torture

(3) Show

(4) Irritate

14. Extempore

(1) Unprepared

O) Prepared

(3) Produced

(4) Procured

16. Nostalgia

(1) Feeling illness

(2) Longing for past

(3) Primitive dance

(4) Simple song

16. (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

17. (1)

(2)

(3)

@)

18. (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Attendence

Attendance

Attandence

Attandance

Bourgeos

Bourgeois

Bourgees

Bourges

Hamarrhage

Hamorrhage

Haemorrhage

Hemorhage

371 (26-A)

Directione : For Questions rw. 76 to 23, four
words haue been giuen and one of those words
is correctly spelt. You hnue to idtntify thc word
with the correct spelling and, mark the correct
answer in your answer shzet.

Erample:

Select the correctly spelt word from the

following :

(1) Relevent

e) Relevant

(3) Ralevant

(4) Relavent

Erplotr.ation :

From the above given words Option (2)

'Relevant'is correctly spelt as that is the

correct spelling. You have to mark the

answer as Option (2) in your answer

sheet for this example.



r9. (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Questionnare

Questionnaire

Questionnere

Questionere

20. (1)

(2)

(3)

@)

Souvenere

Souvenear

Souveneer

Souvenir

2r. (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Dichotomy

Dichatomy

Dichotamy

Dichotomi

22. (l) Monotheistic

Q) Monothiestic

(3) Monatheistic

(4) Monotheistec

23. (1) Benevolant

Q) Benivolent

(3) Benevalent

371

(4) Benevolent

(27 - 
^)

Directions : Questions no. 24 to 27 haue an

expression which can be replaced by a single

word. Choose the most appropriate word from
anlong the altentatiues and shad.e / blacken the

corresponding circle in your answer sheet.

E*ample :

A person who is able to think clearly,

sensibly and logically.

(1) Rationalist

e) Optimist

(3) Pessimist

Al Choreographer

Explanation:

Since "Rationalist" is the most

appropriate one word for the given

expression, you have to shadey'blacken the

Optiou (1) in your answer sheet for this

example.

24. An expert or specialist of something.

(1) Magrrate

(2) Connoisseur

(3) Tycoon

(4) Narcissist

25. A person who is passionate, fervent and a

bigot.

(1) Moderate

(2) Tolerant

(3) Fanatic

(4) Violent



26. Fear of being in constricted and confined

spaces.

(1) Entomophobia

(2) Claustrophobia

(3) Agoraphobia

(4) Hydrophobia

27. Unexpected and unpredictable, not

stable.

(1) Rapid

(2) Volatile

(3) Violent

(q RiskY

Directions : In Questions no. 28 to 37 there is

a relationship betueen the giuen two word,s. A

sitnilar relationship exists between one pair of

words from atnongst the four options. Identifu

the correct pair of words that has a similar

relationship as the giuen pair of words and

shade lblacken the corresponding circle in your

ansu;er sheet.

Exatnple :

Hand : Fingers

(1) Book: Cover

(2) Eyes : Vision

(3) Heart : Blood

(4) Foot: Toes

Explanation :

The answer is Option (4) as 'Foot : Toes'

has a similar relationship as

'Hands : Fingers'. So you have to

shadey'blacken Option (4) in your answer

sheet for this example.

371 (28-A)

28. Doctor: Nurse

(1) Leader: Follower

(2) Teacher : Farmer

(3) Manager : Lawyer

(4) Engineer: Clerk

29. Mayor : City

(1) Clerk : Offrce

Q) Frog: Swim

(3) President : Nation

G) Snake : Bite

30. Escape: Abscond

(1) Freedom : Independent

(2) Endless: Eternal

(3) Exult: Jubilate

(4) Weaken : Strengthen

31. Harm : Danger

(1) Sweet: Sour

(2) Stout : Weak

(3) Injure:Incapacitate

(4) Happy: Unhappy



Directions : Questions no. 32 to 36 are based
on the d,egrees of comparison (positiue,

comparatiue and. superlatiue). Fill in th.e blanks
with the most appropriate word / uords from
the giuen alternatiues and shadz lblackzn tht
corresponding circle accordingly in your answer
sheet-

The climate of Jaipur is _ than

that of Shimla.

(1) hot

(2) hotter

(3) hottest

@) None of the above

Explanation :

Since Option (2) is the correct choice for

the above question, shade/blacken

Option (2) in your answer sheet.

32. A mountain is

(1) bie

(2) bigger

.(3) biggest

(4) more big

than a hill.

33. Kiran is the

(1) bright

- 

of his class.

(2) brighter

(3) brightest

(4) None of the above

34. His mom cooks the

(1) tasty

(2) tastier

(3) tastiest

G) more tastier

- 

food of all.

371 (2e-A)

35. No one sings _ than Sharada.

(1) sod
(2) better

(3) best

@) more best

36. Smriti is the 

- 

in her family.

(1) brave

(2) braver

(3) bravest

(4) None ofthe above

Dircctions : Questions tw. 37 to 47 ore

dcsigncd. to te$t your knowledge of common

errors that appear in tlw usoge and applitation
of English language. Each qucstion has four
sentences out of which three are incorrect dle to

gramma,tiral error or due to wrong usage of
iiords and. onz sentence is correct. You haue to

select the correct senterue from thz four options

gren and. shad.e I blarken the correspond.ing

answer in your onswer shzet.

Exatnple :

Which of the following sentences is

correct ?

(1) Earth moves around the Sun.

(2) The Earth moves around Sun.

(3) The Earth moves around the Sun.

(4) The Earth moves around a Sun.

Explanation :

The correct sentence is Option (3) out of

the four options given above. So you have

to shade/blacken Option (3) in your

answer sheet.



37. (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

38. (1)

39. (1)

(2)

She accepted his offer.

She excepted his offer.

She accepted he's offer.

She excepted him offer.

It was a breathe of fresh air to meet

someone so honest.

(2) It was a breath of fresh air to meet

someone so honest.

(3) It was a breadth of fresh air to met
someone so honest.

(4) It was a breath of fresh air to
meeting someone so honest.

(3)

(4)

40. (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

41. (1)

Q)

(3)

(4)

371

He tried to finish the task quickly.

He is tried to finish the task
quickly.

He tried to quickly frnish a task.

He is tried to quickly finish the

task.

The cat is chasing its tale.

The cat is chasing it's tale.

The cat is chasing it's tail.

The cat is chasing its tail.

They got home an idol of Ganesha.

They got home an idle of Ganesha.

They got home an ideal of Ganesha.

They got home an idal of Ganesha.

(30-A)

Ditectione : To answer Questions no. 42 to 48,

choose thc word or phrase which is o wnonytn
or neareat in meaning to thz word, or phrase

und.erlirud and. sha.dc lblacken thz

correspond.ing circle in your answer shzet.

Example :

If you are in dilernrna, you do not know

what to do.

(1) darkness

(2) trap

(3) freedom

(4) confusion

Explanation :

In the answers, the word 'confusion' that

is Option (4) is nearest in meaning to the

underlined word in the given sentence. So

you have to shade/blacken Option (4) in

your answer sheet for this example.

42. Many people ponder why India is a weak

footballing nation.

(1) evaluate

(2) think

(3) anticipate

@) criticize

43. The Jallianwalla Bagh maaaacpe was

horrible.

(1) murder

Q) stab

(3) assassination

(4) slaughter



44, The mother cqioled the child to have her

dinner.

(1) scolded

(2) persuaded

(3) punished

(4) quarreled

45. The old woman looked pensively at the

visitors in her old age home.

(1) thoughttully

(2) happily

(3) blankly

(4) sheepishly

46. The pocket money that the young boy

received was meagre for him.

(1) lumpsum

(2\ enough

(3) enonnous

(4) inadequate

47. T,}l.e teacher asked

reiterate the poem.

(1) repeat

(2) correct

(3) shorten

(4) memorize

the student to

48. The tirade by the lady disturbed the

neighbourhood.

(1) chatter

(2) laughter

(3) outburst

(4) merriment

371 (31-A)

Directions : To answer Questions no. 49 to 55,

choose the word which is an antonyrn or the

rnost opposite in mcaning to the word,

underlitud and. shadelblacken the

corresponding circle in your answer sheet.

Example :

Ttre glass was transparent.

(1) opaque

(2) misty

(3) covered

(4) clear

E*planation :

In the answers, the word 'opaque' that is

Option (1) is the opposite of the

underlined word 'transparent'. So you

have to shade/blacken Option (1) in your

answer sheet for this example.

49. Abrupt decisions are often wrong.

(1) Gradual

(2) Rough

(3) SharP

(4) Hurried

50. He seems to have a propensity to fight.

(1) scepticism

(2) penchant

(3) aversion

(4) proclivity



51. Only an g]!9 person can be a successful

sportsman.

(1) brisk

(2) emaciated

(3) feeble

(4) sluggish

52. A faithful officer is
towards his duties.

(1) innocent

(D igrrorant

(3) irresponsible

@) careless

always vigilant

53. He appears to be a phony person.

(1) ugly

e) genuine

(3) unreal

@) beautiful

54. People who are actually running the

system ofben take a myopic view of the

situation.

(1) blind

(2) visionary

(3) glassy

(4) farsighted

55. You can't work out this project with
o:bulgg plaos in mind.

(1) useful

(2) practical

(3) clear

(4) fundamental

371 (32-A)

Directions : Quzstions no. 56 to 62 are

designed to test your ability to use thz right

prefi.x. Add a prefix so that the word conueys the

meaning giuen in the brackets. Choose thc most

appropiate answer frorn thc alternatiues giuen

below to complete the word by add.ing a prefix

and shadz I blarken thz corresponding answer

in your answer sheet.

Example :

Frogs and crocodiles are bians.

(Live both on land and water)

(1) ambi

(2) ambhi

(3) amphi

(4) cata

Explanation :

The correct answer is 'amphi' here which

is Option (3). You have to shadey'blacken

Option (3) in your answer sheet for this

example.

56. On account of his descript

look, Xander went unnoticed.

(Very ordinary; lacking

features)

(1) ir

(2) non

(3) in

(4) un

distinctive



57. The girl tried

puddle of slush.

(To go around or

vigating the

avoid something)

(1) over

(2) under

(3) circum

(4) non

58. The Kailash temple at Ellora is a huge

lifhin temple dedicated to Lord

Shiva-

(Formed ofa single large block ofstone)

(1) mono

(2) nano

(3) meno

G) nona

59 tional giants are marking

their time to grve stiff competition to

Indian companies.

(Operating across national borders)

(1) TYans

(2) Tlance

(3) Intra

371

(4) Intro

(33-A)

@)

60. The accident was caused on account of

firing.

(Fail to discharge or fire properly)

(1) un

Q) mis

(3) dis

@) re

61. The smell of food was powering

everything.

(Have a strong effect)

(1) under

(2) non

(3) em

(4) over

pose your message

on your picture.

(Place over something else so that both

are still evident)

(1) super

(2) trans

(3) ever

re

62, You can



Direetions : Questions no. 63 to 69 haoe

incomplete sentences requiring th.e correct

phrase to be filled in the blank. Fill in thz

blanks uith the correct phrase frorn thz

altenwtiues given below and. shade I blacken the

corresponding circle in your answer sheet.

Example :

The Chief Guest 

- 

the prizes.

(1) gives up

(2) gives out

(3) gives of

(4) gives away

Explanation :

The correct answer is Option (4) 'gives

away'. So you have to shade/blacken

Option (4) for this example in your

answer sheet.

63. It is a small house and requires a lot of
repairs.

the city.

it is a long way from

(1) Nevertheless

(2) Nonetheless

(3) More over

(4) In particular

64. His grandmother cannot 

- 

her

past events,

(1) bring out

(2) bringup

(3) call in

(4) call up

371 (34-A)

65. The politician tried hard to

bad image.

(1) get rid off

(2) getridof

(3) get out of

ial get out ofl

his

66. He to be a handsome boy after

all.

(1) turned in

(2) tumed out

(3) tur:ned away

(4) turned on

67. The Pilgxims were 

- 

by the

bandits on the highway.

(1) held out

(2) held over

(3) held on

(4) held up

68. A culprit was 

- 

by the police.

(1) kept back

Q) kept on

(3) kept in

(4) kept up

69. A philanthropist 

- 

his property

to the poor. -

(1) makes for

(2) makes over

(3) makes out

(4) makes up



Dircctions : In Qucstions no. 70 to 74, th.ere

are senterces which are diuidzd and numbered

into three parts, and, one of the pdrts flxty

contain an etor. Idcntify thc error by (1), (2) or

(3) giuen und.er the parts of the sentewe. If
there are no errors, mark (4) No error.

Shad,e / blacken the correspond,ing circLe in your

answer sheet.

Example :

Neither he nor his team

(1) (2)

were present that day. No error

(3) @)

Explanation :

The correct answer in this case is

Option (3). It should be \ras present that

day'. So you must shade/blacken Option

(3) for this question in your answer sheet.

(1)

increase in proportion

(2)

to the size ofthe brain. No error

37',!

(3) @)

(35-A)

(3) (4)

71. A person relying on his own efforts

(1) (2)

had the best chaace to win success.

(3)

@)

72. He came in very quickly so that

(1)

he may avoid walking his father.

(2)

No error

(3)

(4)

73. Smoke, which is a certain indicator of fire

(1)

ordered in the mine.

(2)

No error

(4)

74. The rajah, being the father of his people,

(1)

did his better for them

(2)

during the famine. No error

7O. The vigour of the mind

No error

(3)



Directione : Questinns no. 75 to 87 deal with

your ability to use approprinte prepositions. Fill
in th.e blanks with th.e appropriate preposition

and shad,e I blacken the correct answer from the

options giuen below in your ansuer sheet.

Exnmple :

They took possession 

- 

the ball on

their own goal line.

(1) of

(2) to

(3) for

(1) with

Explanation :

The correct answer is'of'here which is

Option (1). You have to shade/blacken

Option (1) i1 v9r answer sheet for tJrie

exaople.

76. Ramesh and Suresh shared the work

them.

(1) between

Q) beside

(3) below

(4) above

76. Raviwas aogry

(1) for

(2) from

(3) with

(4) within

you

(36-A)

77. The horse jumped

(1) under

(2) over

(3) down

(4) below

the fence.

78. The elephant walked the

forest and saw the man's hut.

(1) through

(2) on

(3) onto

(4) into

79. The ship sailed

(1) around

(2) through

(3) over

(4) about

the world.

80. The ssrnmiftee members have disagreed

with one another 

- 

the main issue,

(1) on

(2) in

(3) of

(4) by

81. The burglar made a mistake by running

the policeman.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

under

onto

towards

backwards

371



Direetinns : In Questions no. 82 to 86, a

prouerb is giuen in each question with a blank.

You haue to complete the prouerb by selecting

thz correct answer from the options giuen below

each question and fill in th.e blanks with the

appropiate word so that the prouerb conueys

thz mcaning giuen in the brotkets.

Ernmple :

To leave in the 

- 

.

(Abandon or desert someoDe in difficult

straits)

(1) Iurch

(2) search

(3) earth

(4) Crrth

Explanation :

The correct answer is Option (1) lurch

according to t,Le meaning given in the

brackets. So you have to shadey'blacken

Option (1) in your answer sheet for this

example.

82. Waste want not.

(If you do not waste anything, you will

not require much ofit again)

(1) knot

(2) not

(3) nought

(4) nut

371 (37-A)

83. Every dog his day.

(Even an unfortunate man may become

successfuI in his life)

(1) has

(2) as

(3) ass

(4) ash

84. Cut your coat your cloth.

(Your expenditure should

proportionate to your income)

(1) accordingly

(2) on account of

(3) as per

(4) according to

85. A cat may look at a 

- 

.

(Ordinary man may comment on the

actions of great man)

(1) queen

(2) prince

(3) king

(4) emperor

86. Rob Peter to pay _.
(Be unfair to one person to benefit the

other)

(1) foul

(2) Paul

(3) foal

@) pal

be



Directions : In Questions no. 87 to 92, each

question contains a paragraph of 6 sentences.

The first and the si*th sentences are giuen in

the beginning and end and numbered 7 and 6

respectiuely. Thz four sentences in thc middle

are jumbled and labelled P, q, R and. S. You

rnust identify the proper order of these four
sentences and shad.e lblacken th,e optinn that
correctly id,entifies this sequence.

Erample :

1. Once upon a time there lived a king.

P. One day while hunting he was

attacked by a tiger.

Q. He had three ferocious hunting
dogs.

R. The dogs pounced on the tiger and
saved the king's life.

S. The king used to take them with
him while going out.

6. He loved them till the end of his life.

Select the code for the correct sequence

Ilom the options given below.

(1) PQSR

(2) RQSP
(3) QSPR

G) SRQP

Explanation :

The correct sequetrce or order in this

example is QSPR. So you have to

shade/blacken Option (3) in your answer

sheet.

37',| (38-A)

87. 1. Machines have parts made of iron.

P. Ttrey must be painted or chrome

plated.

A. Some parts rub against each other.

R. Iron gets rusted.

S. They must be lubricated with oil or

gTease.

6. When the machine is not use, it
should be covered.

The correct sequence is

(1) PRQS

(2) QRPS
(3) QSRP
(4) RPQS

88. 1. In 1857, fighting broke out all over

the country.

P. Eve4rwhere the people rose in
rebellion.

a. In March 1858, British troops

attacked the fort at Jhansi.

R. Thousands of people were killed on

both sides.

S. The British fought back.

6. The Rani's troops fought back

bravely.

The correct sequence is

(1) PSRQ

(2) QRPS
(3) QSRP
(4) sQRP



89. 1. Savitha was lonely in the house.

P. She was very good at that.

a. She sat all day in a little room ofthe
main drawing room.

B. She would sit on the rug and do

needle work.

S. It was a little room with nothing in
it but a few chairs and a rug.

6. It was the only thing she had learnt
from the convent school.

TLre correct sequence is

(1) PQRS

(2) QSRP
(3) RSPQ

(4) sRPQ

90. 1. Reena went shopping one morning.

P. Disappointed she turned around
and returned to the parking lot.

a. She got out and walked to the
nearest shop.

R. She drove her car into the parking
lot and stopped.

S. It was there that she realised that
she had forgotten her purse at
home.

6. She drove home with an empty
shopping basket.

The correct sequence is

(1) PQRS

(2\ Q PRS

(3) RQSP

(4) ,RSQP

371 (3e-A)

RSQP

91. 1 In space navigation it is necessary to

make complex calculations.

In addition, it has to enter into the
moon's orbit at a precise moment.

In other words it has to leave the

earth's orbit at a precise moment.

A rocket has to follow a precise

path.

Computers are able to perform

extremely complex calculations.

A computer can perform the
complex calculations which are

necessary to work out the rocket's
path precisely.

SQPR

RSPQ

RQSP

SRQP

RQPS

SPQR

SQRP

P.

a.

R.

S

t)

92. 1 SoiI is an invaluable natural

resource.

P. On the other hand, the type of soil
deterrnines the flora and fauna of
the region.

A. The soil and the living organisms of
a region are inter-dependent.

R. On the one hand, soil is aflected by
the flora and fauna of the region.

S. It provides raw materials for the
plants on which we depend for food.

6. Consequently, do-age to soil will
destroy the balance of nature.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)



Directinns : Read th.e following possage and

answer thc questions that follow (Questinns no.

93 to 97). Your answers to these qtmstions

should be based on the passage only.

Passage I

An elder sister came from the town to
visit a younger one. The elder one was

married to a tradesman, and the younger to a
peasant. As the two drank tea and talked, the

elder sister began to boast and to make much

of her life in town - how she lived and went

about in ease and comfort, dressed her

children well, had nice things to eat and

&ink, and went skating, walking, and to the

theatre.

The younger sister was vexed at tJ:is and

retorted by running down the life of a
tradesman's wife and exalting her own in the

country.

"For my part, I would never care to
exchange my life for yor:rs. I grant you that
ours is an uneventfirl existence; yet you, with
all your fine living, must either do a very
large trade or be ruined.. You may be rich
today, but tomonow you may find yourself in
the street. We have a better way in the

coUntry. The peasant may never be rich but
he will always have enough."

'Enough !" retorted the elder sister.

"Enough with nothing but your wretched pigs

and cows ! Enough with no fine dresses or

company ? Why, however hard your man may
work, you have to live in mud and will die

there - and your children after you."

371 (40-A)

93. What is the passage about ?

(1) Country life

Q) Town life
(3) Distinction between the country and

town life
(4) None of the above

94. The younger sister was vexed because
(1) she was living in the country.
(D she had no nice things to eat and

drink.
(3) she didn't dress her children well.

@) her elder sister looked down upon
her life.

95. Whose existence is an uneventful
existence ?

(1) The existence ofthe elder sister

Q) The edstence of the town peopie in
general

(3) The existence of the country people

in general

(q The existence of only the younger

sister

96. Which of the following sentence of the
passage conveys that richness is

temporary ?

(1) The peasant may never be rich but
he will always have enough.

(2) You may be rich today but
tomorrow you will find yourself in
the street.

(3) I would never care to exchange my
Iife with yours.

(4) We have a better way in the
country.

97. What do the words tretched pigs and
cows' suggest in the passage ?

(1) Happiness
(2) Sadness
(3) Poverty
(4) Richness



Directions : Read. the following passage and.

answer the questions that follou (Questions no.

98 to 1(N). Your answers to these questions

should be based on the passage only.

Passage 2

What harm can these do to our bodies ?

Apparently, carbon monoxide interferes with

the oxygen carrying capacity of blood and high

levels of this poisonous gas ctrn cause death.

Unburnt hydrocarbons and carbon particles

cause irritation in the eyes as well as

breathing problems; high amounts of these

pollutants in the atmosphere can affect

eye-sight and lead to lung cancer. Lead

poisoning can damage the liver and kidneys,

affect fertility (ability to have children) and

also hinder the mental development of

children.

Suspended Particulate Matter (SPM)

consists of dust and ash particles laden with

toxic (poisonous) chemieals. SPM levels in

many of our cities are about five times higher

than the annual average limit that the WHO

considers acceptable. Dust particles less than

10 and 2'5 microns (which is one millionth of a

metre) in diameter, known as PM 10 and

PM 2'5, can penetrate the lungs easily and

cause various kinds of respiratory ailnents,

some even Ieading to cardio-vascular diseases

(commonly known as heart problsrns). Many of

(41-A)

98. What information does the above passage

want to convey to the reader ?

(1) Air pollution particularly caused by

emissions of vehicles and SPM and

their adverse effects on humans.

(3) Water pollution conjoined with air
pollution and their ill-effects on

human beings.

@) Various diseases caused by carbou

motroxide only.

99. Which of the following causes irritation in

eyes and even causes lung cancer ?

(1) Oxides of nitrogen

(2) SPM consisting ofdust and ashes

(3) Unburnt hydrocarbons and carbon

particles

(4) Lead

l0O. Which one of the pollutants mentioned in

the passage can damage kidney, liver and

affect fertility ?

(1) Unburnthydrocarbons

(2) Carbon monoxide

(3) Oxides of nitrogen

(4) Lead poisoning

Emissions fiom vehicles contain gases

and compounds such as carbon monoxide,

unburnt hydrocarbons, and oxides of nitrogen,

Iead and suspended particulate matter.

these illnesses can lead to an early death.

371

e) Air pollution and its adverse effects

on humans in general.
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